Sectional Couch Protector Chaise Protector Section

Chaise
Protector Section

Using Your Chaise Protector Section – Not for Outdoor Use
The chaise protector section of the sectional protector
is used to cover and protect chaise or bumpers on
your sectional couch.

Dimensions:
The chaise protector section is 38” long x 24” wide x
16” deep.

Step ii: Connecting Sections:
How you connect the chaise section to other
sections of the protector will depend on the
configuration of your sectional.
For example, a chaise design may work best when
you combine an arm chair protector section with
the chaise protector section. A bumper design
may work best with an armless chair (or loveseat)
protector section.

Step iii: Connectors

Step i: Position The Sections
Place the chaise protector section on the
chaise/bumper part on your sectional couch. The
white soft side of the protector rests against your
sectional. The colored fabric side faces up where
people, or dogs, will sit. The Floppy Ears label on the
section should be placed closest to the floor.

Floppy Ears
label.
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Find the two connectors
that secure the protector
sections in place. One side
of a connector is the
rough “hook” side that
attaches to the underside
of the protector sections.
The other side is the
white smooth “loop” side
that goes against your
sectional couch.

Connectors
in place

Rough Hook Side
Smooth Loop Side

Attach the connectors
(with the rough ‘hook’ side
facing up) to the underside of the protector
section so that half the connector is left exposed.
Attach the connectors to the Chaise Protector
Section. Slowly position the connecting protector
section in place and press the connecting section
onto the connectors.
Continued…
Reposition as needed.
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Using Your Protector & Washing Instructions
Thanks for purchasing the sectional couch protector.
Your four legged best friends will enjoy sleeping on
your sectional, and your couch will remain clean and
protected for years to come.
The protector is fast and easy to put on, take off, and
machine wash and dry.

Step 1: Corner and Arms
Remove any throw pillows (do not remove pillows/
cushions that are a part of the sectional).
Find i. the corner protector section, ii. the left arm
section, and iii. the right arm section.
Remove these sections from the plastic bags.
Position these sections so the white side of the
protector rests against your sectional and the corduroy
side faces up where people, or dogs, will sit. The
Floppy Ears label is on the part of the protector
sections where people would normally put their feet.
(On the corner section the label is on the seat cushion
area.)
Gap
Steps 1 & 2
Gap

Panel
that goes
over the
arm rest

Step 2

Panel
that goes
over the
back rest

Step 2
Push seams
snug to snug to
where the
seating cushion
meets the back
rest cushion
Flipping over the back and arm panels will let you
see the seams and allow you to move those
seams right up to where the seating cushion
meets the back rest cushion (or arm).

Step 3: Insert Rubber Anchors

Floppy Ears
Labels

Step 2: Corners and Arm Chair Sections
Position the corner, left arm chair and right arm chair
protector sections on your sectional couch.
In order to get the protector sections in the right
position (snug to the edges of the cushions)…
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… flip the panels that go over the back rest and
the sectional arms onto the seat cushions.

When you flip over the back and arm panels you’ll
be able see the rubber anchors on the back of the
protector sections. Push the anchors down in
between the cushions to help keep the protector
in place.
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Step 4: Positioning the Armless Sections
Next, find the armless chair, and/or armless loveseat
protector sections. Take those out of the plastic bags.
Position the armless sections over the gaps between
the arm chairs and the corner sections. Again, the
white side goes down, and the label goes where
people’s feet would normally be when sitting.
For the corner protector sections, position the
armless chair sections so the edges of the sections go
right up to the edge of the right angle corner of the
sectional couch.
Step 4
The armless chair
sections go right
up to the edge of
the right angle
corner of the
sectional

Corner

Flip the panels that go over the back rest and the
sectional arms onto the seat cushions. Move the
exposed seams so the seams are right against where
the seat cushion meets the back rest cushion. Push
the anchors down in between the cushions.
Step 4

Step 5: Connectors
Find the connectors that secure the protector
sections in place. One side of a connector is the
rough “Hook” side that attaches to the underside of
the protector sections. The other side is the white
smooth “Loop” side that goes against your sectional
couch.
Attach a connector with
Rough Hook Side
the rough hook side facing
up to the underside of the
protector section so half
Smooth Loop Side
the connector is left
exposed. Attach one
connector to the protector panel that rests of the
seating cushion and one connector to the panel that
rests against the seat back cushion (you may chose
to attach more connectors to other parts of the
protector sections).
Slowly position the connecting protector section
(likely an armless section) in place and press the
connecting section onto the connectors.
Reposition as needed.
When you position one section over another section
and connect those sections make sure you have at
least an 8” overlap of one section over another. This
will ensure there is no gap between sections when a
person sits on the sectional.
Step 5

Move the exposed
seams right against
the seat cushions.
Push the anchors
down between the
cushions.

Position connectors
so half is attached
and half is exposed
(that will attach to
the connecting
protector section)
Finally, tie the cords on the arm chair sections.
Continued…
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Step 6: Sectionals with Armless Chairs
If your sectional couch has armless chairs (that is,
some ends of your sectional don’t have arms) putting
the protector together is fast and easy.

Washing Instructions:

The protector is fast and easy to clean and dry.
Remove the protector from your sectional
couch. Separate all the protector sections.
Remove all connectors from the sectional
protector.
Wash and dry the protector sections
separately from other items.

Just as you do with sectionals with arms, position the
corner protector sections in place.
Instead of placing the left and right arm chair
protector sections in place, position the armless chairs
and/or armless loveseat protector sections on the
armless end of your sectional. The armless chair or
loveseat protector sections will go to the end of your
sectional, but will not extend over the sides.
Continue to: fill the gaps with other armless chairs or
loveseat; align the seams with where the seat and
back rest cushions meet; push in the rubber anchors;
and install the connectors.

Wash and dry the connectors separately from
all other items. You may want to wash the
connectors by hand as the connectors will
attach to other connectors and other items.
Machine wash the protector sections using
cold water on a gentle setting using a mild
laundry detergent. Machine dry on a cool
setting.
Do not use bleach, do not dry clean, do not
use fabric softeners as these may damage the
waterproof membrane and fabrics.

Machine wash, Do not
gentle, cool
bleach
water

Machine
dry, low
heat

Do not
dry clean

If you had a great experience with your new Sectional Couch Protector please
tell your friends. If you didn’t, please tell us at: info@floppyearsdesign.com.
And, we love dogs. We’d love to see any pictures you have of using your
protector!
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